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Inflation: 𝑎 ∝ 𝑒𝐻𝑡



build inflation models

test those models

probe physics during inflation



Let’s see how bad it works …



Incomplete list of 
single field inflation

from 
Encyclopedia
Inflationaris

Martin,  Ringeval, Vennin, 2013
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Lots of data coming to test inflation

(polarization, LSS, 21cm, …)

But data will be much less compared to collider physics



build inflation models

test those models

probe physics during inflation

We would be stuck here forever!



But things are not so unlucky – Remember  𝑎 ∝ 𝑒𝐻𝑡



But things are not so unlucky – Remember  𝑎 ∝ 𝑒𝐻𝑡

-- Contribute to why it is hard to test inflation models

-- Universality allows us to do things in parallel



build inflation 
models

probe HEP 
during inflation

test inflation



build inflation 
models

probe HEP 
during inflation

test inflation

Definitely all those researches

exists in the literature. But we

probably spent too much time

at the first step.



How to test inflation?



How to test inflation?

We don’t have to test model by model.

Better to just test 𝑎 ∝ 𝑒𝐻𝑡

How to?



Instead of testing inflation against itself,

we should test against alternatives. 





How to test inflation?

We don’t have to test model by model.

Better to just test 𝑎 ∝ 𝑒𝐻𝑡

How to?



Conventional argument: Search for gravitational waves (GW).

Because GW “directly” probes the scale factor.

Definitely important direction.

However, there are a few disadvantages.



Disadvantage 1: GW really “directly” probes a(t)?

More directly than the inflaton sector (𝜖 factor)

But not really distinguishing inflation / every alternatives

e.g. string gas cosmology, matter bounce



Disadvantage 1: GW really “directly” probes a(t)?

More directly than the inflaton sector (𝜖 factor)

But not really distinguishing inflation / every alternatives

e.g. string gas cosmology, matter bounce

Tilt of GW can distinguish it, 
but it’s 100x harder



Disadvantage 2: GW is probably too small.





Towards a model independent direct “proof”

(X. Chen 11, X. Chen, M.H. Namjoo, YW 15)

Search for physical “clock” signals during inflation.

CMB fluctuations are generated at horizon crossing 𝑘 ~ 𝑎𝐻

Thus probing different cosmological scales 𝑘 ↔ probing 𝑎𝐻.

Once there is a physical clock to probe 𝑡 ↔ 𝑎 𝑡 is known.



But where are the physical clocks?

Massive fields naturally provide such clocks.

- Classical clock: massive fields classically oscillate

The effect can easily be large. But we need luck for existence.

X. Chen 01, X. Chen, M.H. Namjoo, YW 14

- Quantum clock: quantum production of massive particles

The effect is always there. But we need luck to make it large.

X. Chen, M.H. Namjoo, YW, work in progress
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How to probe HEP during inflation?



Find something that single field inflation cannot provide.



Maldacena 2003



X. Chen, YW, 2009

Quasi-single field inflation



Mass: 𝑚~𝐻

- The 𝜂-problem

- Non-minimal coupling 𝜆 𝜎2𝑅 ~𝜆 𝜎2𝐻2

- Coupling to additional fields 𝜆 𝜎2𝜒2

- Super-symmetry breaking by dS (Baumann, Green, 2011)



Coupling between inflaton and the massive field:

- Turning of trajectory (X. Chen, YW, 2009)

- Lowest dimension operator in effective field theory

(Baumann, Green, 2011; Noumi, Yamaghchi, Yokoyama, 2012)





Other signatures?



What does non-cosmologist
particle physicists do?

Find a resonance among states

e.g. Higgs to diphoton at CMS



Arkani-Hamed, Maldacena (15)

Cosmological double slit experiment



type meaning
depencence

on θ(τ-τ’) 
analytic in k? integrate out?

suppression
at large μ

suppression 
at large x

“local”
vacuum 

correlation
Yes Yes Yes 1/μ2 vanish outside 

lightcone

“non-local”
thermal 
particle 

production
No No No e-πμ non-vanishing

X. Chen, YW 09, 12, Pi, Sasaki 12,  Gong, Pi, Sasaki 13
Arkani-Hamed, Maldacena 15

Contributions to correlation functions:



General result:

Arkani-Hamed, Maldacena 15

ϵ factor: 

- Breaking of de Sitter symmetries

- Model dependent

- “worst case here”

- Can be easily greater from direct coupling



General result:

Arkani-Hamed, Maldacena 15

Exponential suppression:

TdS = H / (2π)

Probability: exp(-m/T) ~ exp(-2πμ)

Probability amplitude: exp(-πμ)

It is a purely quantum effect!

Cons:

- Really small for μ≪1

- May be sub-dominate because of 
∃ power law suppression (LO? NLO?)

Pros:

- Cannot be mimicked by EFT
detection of new particles



General result:

Arkani-Hamed, Maldacena 15

Phase: quantum interference between 

the vacuum inflaton and the decay product inflaton

“Cosmological double slit experiment”



General result:

Arkani-Hamed, Maldacena 15

Squeezed limit considered because of

- Theoretically easier

- Observationally easier



General result:

Arkani-Hamed, Maldacena 15

3/2 because wave function of particle |ψ|2 ~ exp(-3N)

Thus probably amplitude ψ ~ exp(-3N/2)



General result:

Arkani-Hamed, Maldacena 15

Δ = 3/2±𝑖μ is the anomalous dimension for

For

Δ = 3, 3±2𝑖μ



General result:

Arkani-Hamed, Maldacena 15

s: spin dependence

θ: angle between modes



This “interference” can actually be understood as a resonance.

The resonance shows two things together:

- Existence of new particles during inflation

- Scale factor 𝑎 𝑡 measured – a quantum clock

X. Chen, M. H. Namjoo, YW, in prep
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build inflation 
models

probe HEP 
during inflation

test inflation

Massive fields are important for both

testing inflation and probing HEP.

Lots of details remains unknown

for those massive fields during inflation.



Thank you!


